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Abstract: A novel printed wideband flat-plate inverted-F
and narrow and can operate as an internal laptop antenn
antenna was studied by means of numerical simulations.
of the antenna is confirmed and demonstrated by exper

1 Introduction
The demand for compact antennas that can be integrated
into laptop computers and enable them to operate with
different wireless communication standards is steadily
growing. A narrow flat-plate inverted-F antenna (IFA) for
the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band (2.4–2.484 GHz) was proposed
and thoroughly studied in [1–3]. Designed for centre
frequency of 2.45 GHz, the antenna was found to possess a
210 dB return loss bandwidth of about 0.17 GHz (7%),
which adequately covers the 2.4 GHz band of operation.
With a view towards facilitating broader operational
bandwidth, a similar antenna, but of wider impedance
frequency bandwidth, was proposed in [4]. The achieved
antenna 17% bandwidth stems from the existence of two
nearby resonances, a major one at about 2.45 GHz and a
minor resonance at about 2.3 GHz. The advantage of such
simply structured antennas is that they can easily fit on
each side of a laptop screen and provide omnidirectional
radiation in the horizontal plane.

For dual-band Wi-Fi applications, modified versions of the
above simply structured IFA that operate in either the 2.4/5.2
or the 2.4/5 GHz frequency bands was proposed [5–11].
These modified versions are more complexly structured than
the simply structured IFA and include coupled or branched
elements. However, their dimensions are more or less the
same as that of the simply structured IFA and hence can still
be easily fit on each side of a laptop screen. Indeed, IFAs
very closely resembling that proposed in [5] are found in
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antenna is presented. The antenna is simply structured
a over multiple Wi-Fi and WiMAX frequency bands. The
The predicted achievable 210 dB return loss bandwidth
imental measurements.

various IBM ThinkPad laptop computers. Other narrow
antennas for dual-band Wi-Fi applications, although not for
laptop side-screen location, are the slitted-plate-type
antennas proposed in [12–14]. Complexly structured IFAs
for dual-band Wi-Fi applications, but with wide ground
plane and designed for top-screen location, were also
proposed [15–20]. Other complexly structured IFAs, with
wide ground plane and designed for top-screen location, but
for multi-band Wi-Fi/WiMAX applications, were proposed
as well in [21, 22].

In this paper, we cling to the simply structured IFAs of the
kind suggested in [1–4], but explore the possibility of
substantially widening their bandwidth so as to cover the
Wi-Fi/WiMAX frequency bands for which access point
antennas have recently been suggested [23 24]. Along this
line, we propose a printed flat-plate IFA that operates in
the rather wide frequency range of 2.3–3.7 GHz (47%
impedance bandwidth), covering the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz as
well as all the mobile WiMAX 2.3 GHz (2.3–2.4 GHz),
2.5 GHz (2.5–2.7 GHz) and 3.5 GHz (3.4–3.6 GHz)
frequency bands. The antenna is of size similar to that of
commonly used internal laptop antennas that fit on the
sides of a laptop screen. During to its wideband properties,
the proposed antenna can operate effectively in the
2.4 GHz Wi-Fi frequency band as well as in the various
mobile WiMAX frequency bands, such as 2.3, 2.5 and
3.5 GHz. The proposed antenna design was simulated
using the commercial CST Microwave Studio software.
The antenna has been fabricated and its return loss was
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